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Large-volume and low-frequency atmospheric glow discharges
without dielectric barrier
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It is widely believed that, at low frequencies of 1–100 kHz, the generation of atmospheric pressure
glow dischargessAPGDd requires a dielectric barrier added to at least one electrode. This letter
reports the experimental observation of a uniform and stable APGD generated between two bare
electrodes without a dielectric barrier over a wide frequency range from 20 kHz to 260 kHz. Below
70 kHz, it is shown that preionization in the rising phase of the applied voltage is important and
plasma generation occurs in the voltage-falling phase. Mechanism of barrier-free APGD is found to
be different from both atmospheric dielectric-barrier discharges and radio-frequency APGD.
© 2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1879095g
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Large-volume glow discharges generated at atmosp
pressure are currently one of the most important topics in
discharge physics because of their immense potentia
numerous applications.1 These atmospheric pressure g
dischargessAPGDd are nonthermal capacitive plasmas g
erated between two parallel electrodes. For the frequ
range of 1–100 kHz, it is widely believed that the neces
condition to generate stable APGD is to insulate at leas
electrode with a dielectric barrier.2 In this letter, we repor
the observation of stable and uniform glow discharges
tween two bare electrodes without a dielectric barrier at
quencies from 20 kHz to 260 kHz. They are different fr
previously reported barrier-free APGD that are generate
dc,3 at 60 Hz,4 or at radio frequencies in the megahe
range.5,6 In our experiments, barrier-free APGD were gen
ated in helium between two parallel stainless-steel electr
of 2 cm diameter and with a gap size of 1.5 mm. The e
trodes were not water cooled.

With a nanosecond intensified CCD camera sys
sAndor iStar DH720 with 5 ns gated, the generated barrie
free plasma was found to be diffuse, uniform, and free of
obvious streamers. Electrical measurements with a digita
cilloscope of 300 MHz bandwidth and 2.5 Gs/s sample
show a repetitive and smooth trace of the discharge cu
without short-lived current spikes associated with a glow
arc transition of,10 ns duration. Figure 1 shows the curr
density and voltage of the barrier-free APGD at four diffe
excitation frequencies of 20 kHz, 50 kHz, 70 kHz, a
260 kHz. Current density is very low, typically belo
0.5 mA/cm2 apart from the 260 kHz case for which the p
current density is 1.5 mA/cm2. Such low current density le
els are similar to that of atmospheric dielectric-barrier
chargessDBDd. At 20 kHz, their power density is found
be 0.1 W/cm3, much lower than that of thermal plasmas
also less than 0.3 W/cm3 typical of atmospheric DBD.7 Fur-
thermore, the barrier-free APGD can be operated for m
hours without the danger of thermal runaway. These o
vations strongly suggest that the generated barrier-free a
spheric plasmas are glow discharges.
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Current-voltage characteristics of the barrier-free AP
make an interesting comparison with that of atmosph
DBD. At 20 kHz, the discharge current of the barrier-f
APGD has one large peak every half cycle of the app
voltage, similar to atmospheric DBD. However, this is wh
the similarity ends. As shown in Fig. 1, the discharge e
occurs in the voltage-falling phase and this is very diffe
from atmospheric DBD for which the discharge event oc
in the voltage-rising phase. Given that bare electrode
used in the barrier-free APGD, both the voltage-rising p
and the voltage-falling phase should have similar gap vo
and so the observation of strong discharge events only
voltage-falling phase is intriguing. At 50 kHz and 70 kH
there appear two competing discharge events, one i
voltage-rising phase and the other in the voltage-fa
phase. Increasing the excitation frequency to 260 kHz
current spike seen previously in the voltage-falling ph

l:FIG. 1. Measured current densitysdashed curved and voltagessolid curved

of a barrier-free APGD at four different frequencies.
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disappears and the current-voltage pattern is now simil
radio-frequency APGD.5,6

To understand discharge events in the voltage-fa
phase, we have developed a simple hydrodynamic pl
model based on our previous work7 but with two plasma
species only, namely electrons and helium ions. Figu
shows the numerically simulated discharge current de
and applied voltage for all four frequencies. The app
voltage used in the simulation is necessarily greater tha
measured voltage because stepwise ionization and Pe
ionization7 are not included in our model. In terms of t
wave form, numerical prediction resembles closely exp
mental results of Fig. 1. At 20 kHz, there is a strong
charge event in the voltage-falling phase and none in
voltage-rising phase. As the frequency increases, an
tional discharge event in the voltage-rising phase eme
and eventually at 260 kHz the discharge event at the vol
rising phase disappears. Discharge mechanism of barrie
APGD appears to be different from both atmospheric D
and radio-frequency APGD.

Figure 3 shows at 20 kHz simulated spatial profile
electron density, helium ion density, and the electric fiel
different instants during the first half cycle of the app
voltage when the cathode is on the right-hand side. At P
1, most electrons are located near the cathode and the e
field is very small with negligible space charges. Under
influence of the applied voltage, electrons are driven tow
the anode, and at Point 2 many electrons are lost to
anode. As a result, the space-charge field remains sma
the electric field in the gap is set up largely by the app
voltage. This is confirmed by the similar slopes of the e
tric field at Point 1 and Point 2 in Fig. 3sdd. The lack of
sufficient space charges keeps the electric field below
breakdown field and as such there is no discharge at Po
At Point 3, the applied voltage is the largest leading to
creased gas ionization and increased charge particle d

FIG. 2. Simulated current density and voltage traces for the four cas
Fig. 1.
ties. As shown in Fig. 3sdd, the resulting increase in the
Downloaded 20 Aug 2009 to 158.125.80.71. Redistribution subject to AIP
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space-charge field is greater near the cathode, and the
cathode electric field is now higher than that of Point 2.
in the time duration from Point 3 to Point 4, more electr
ion pairs are produced thus creating more space charge
increasing further the electric field near the cathode. Co
quently, at Point 4, the electric field near the cathode exc
the breakdown field at a location near the cathode an
avalanche is induced there leading to the large current
in Fig. 3sad. In other words, sufficient preionization prior
breakdown throughout the voltage-rising phase is nece
to provide substantial space charges and the latter then
the applied voltage to elevate the electric field above
breakdown electric field. This is why the discharge even
barrier-free APGD occurs in the voltage-falling phase.

Further evidence to support the above interpretatio
obtained from the ionization rate and the loss rate of e
trons to the electrodes. Using the gap voltage, we est
the electron loss rate from the time required for an elec
to reach the anode from the middle of the gas gap. In F
it is shown that the gap voltage needs to be about 880
electron gain to balance out electron loss. This corresp
to an electric field of 880 V/1.5 mm=5.9 kV/cm. If t
electric field exceeds this threshold at any point within
gas gap, an avalanche is likely to be triggered. Figuresdd
shows that the peak electric field is 5.2 kV/cm at Point 2
6.2 kV/cm at Point 4, suggesting gas breakdown is only
sible at Point 4. This is precisely the findings of Fig. 3sad that
breakdown occurs at Point 4 but not Point 2 even tho
these two points have an identical gap voltage.

Discharge events in the voltage-rising phase observ
higher frequencies are found to be associated to signi
electron acceleration by the rapid oscillating field of the
plied voltage. This increases the kinetic energy of elect

f

FIG. 3. Simulatedsad discharge current density and applied voltage;sbd
electron density;scd ion density; andsdd electric field for a 20 kHz barrie
free APGD.
resulting greater gas ionization. Equally importantly the
 license or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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rapid changing voltage traps more electrons within the e
trode gap thus reducing electron loss to the electrodes
combination of these two factors allows for the rapid es
lishment of an adequate electric field for gas breakdow
the voltage-rising phase when the excitation frequenc

FIG. 4. Simulated electron production and loss rates as a function of th
voltage.
sufficiently high.
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In summary, experimental observation of barrier-
APGD was reported at low frequencies from 20 kHz
260 kHz and numerical simulation was used to unders
their discharge mechanism. It has been established th
20 kHz rapid electron loss to the electrodes prevents
cient space charges from being built up and as such
breakdown in the voltage-rising phase is not possible
stead, preionization in the rising phase of the applied vo
is important to create sufficient space charges to compe
for electron loss, leading to gas breakdown in the volt
falling phase.
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